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Outsunny 10KW Outdoor Gas Patio Heater Terrace Freestanding Bullet Style Heater with Wheels
Dust Cover Regulator and Hose Silver

  View Product 

 Code : 842-188

  
 33% OFF   Sale 

£305.99

£203.99 / exc vat
£244.79 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2-3 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

LOW/HIGH HEAT 10KW POWER: A cosy output easy to
set to a temperature which is most comfortable for you -
perfect for cool and cold evenings. Works within a 6m
range distance.
FREESTANDING AND STYLISH: Can be used almost
anywhere. Brings heat to outdoors gardens balconies
terraces etc.
STAINLESS STEEL BODY: Durable and suitable for
outdoor use. Stainless steel handle and two wheels on the
bottom to move it around safely and easily. With an anti-
tilt switch and automatic safety shut off switch.
COVER INCLUDED: Protects heater from damage when
not being used. DIMENSIONS: 143H x 55.6cm. Maximum
Cylinder Size: 33.5 x 60Hcm Maximum Cylinder Capacity:
15kg (Cylinder not included).
HOSE AND REGULATOR INCLUDED. ASSEMBLY
REQUIRED.Maximum Cylinder Size: 32 x 60Hcm
Maximum Cylinder Capacity: 13kg (Cylinder not included).
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